
Mushroom cloud resulting from the explosion of a nuclear weapon.
(Geralt / Public Domain)
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Conceptually, FGNWs utilize nuclear fusion to achieve very
low yields with minimal residual radiation; for this reason, in‐
ternational agreements against nuclear weapons testing may
fail to deter development of these weapons. For instance, the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) contains no provi‐
sions for limiting any testing involving nuclear energy release
from pure fusion reactions; as such, it is possible that the de‐
velopment and testing of FGNWs could be done entirely wi‐
thout violating the CTBT.⁵ If Russia, or another capable state
actor, were able to refine existing technology and fully deve‐
lop FGNWs, it may be able to do so without violating inter‐
national agreements.

FGNWs could equip Russia with nuclear weapons that offer
significant military advantages without the collateral damage
or environmental concerns of current nuclear weapons. Wi‐
thout these drawbacks, there may be less international con‐
demnation of their use which, in turn, would significantly lo‐
wer the nuclear weapons use threshold. This erosion of the
collective impression that nuclear use would be unfathomable
is something deterrence theorist Herman Kahn calls “our sen‐
se of nuclear incredulity.”⁶ By eroding nuclear incredulity,
FGNWs could disrupt the deterrence paradigm that has pre‐
vented nuclear weapons use for the last seven decades.

Before examining the implications of FGNWs on the CTBT
and the deterrence paradigm, this article will explain the con‐
ceptual development of FGNWs. This is followed by an exa‐
mination of their military utility, particularly in regional con‐
flicts. Finally, this work will outline the limitations of the
CTBT and make recommendations about ways the interna‐
tional community might strengthen existing arms control
treaties in the context of emerging technology.

FGNWs AND THEIRMILITARYUTILITY

Unlike the nuclear weapons used on Hiroshima and Nagasa‐
ki, the theoretical concept of FGNWs entails a new class of
nuclear weapon that would produce all, or nearly all, of their
yield from fusion alone. This differs from the vast majority of
nuclear weapons in the current stockpiles of nuclear weapons
states, which produce explosive yield through a combination
of fission and fusion. This is significant: it means that FGN‐
Ws could theoretically be designed to produce a range of
yields, anywhere from very small to very large, and would be
free of the fallout-producing residual radiation that make
contemporary nuclear weapons use so unacceptable. Combi‐
ning a fourth-generation nuclear warhead with any of a num‐
ber of modern, high-precision delivery systems—like cruise
missiles or guided bombs—could result in a class of weapons

INTRODUCTION

In a reversed dynamic from the early ColdWar years in
which the United States emphasized its nuclear stockpile
against a superior Soviet threat, Russia now seeks to counter
NATO superiority by bolstering its nuclear capability and ad‐
justing its nuclear use doctrine. The 2018 Nuclear Posture
Review states as much by highlighting the challenging strate‐
gic operating environment the United States is now placed in,
noting that while the United States has worked for several de‐
cades to reduce the role of nuclear weapons in foreign policy,
other nations, including Russia, have done the opposite.1
One emerging but realistic technology that Russia may be in‐
clined to develop, which could offer significant military ad‐
vantages and disrupt existing deterrence and arms control pa‐
radigms, is low-yield, pure fusion fourth generation nuclear
weapons (FGNWs). This new class of weapons could be desi‐
gned with a highly-tailorable range of yields and would pro‐
duce significantly less residual radiation and collateral dama‐
ge, making them well-suited for close integration with ma‐
neuver forces in regional conflicts.

A 2017 Defense Intelligence Agency report assesses that Mo‐
scow’s perception of modern conventional weapons achie‐
ving strategic effects on par with nuclear weapons is one of
the primary reasons that Russia revised its doctrine in 2014 to
highlight the right to use nuclear weapons in response to a
non-nuclear attack.² In pursuit of this policy, recently declas‐
sified intelligence estimates indicate that Russia could develop
a new generation of high-precision, clean, low-yield, non-stra‐
tegic nuclear weapons, tailor-made for limited nuclear war‐
fighting in regional conflicts like the Russo-GeorgianWar in
2008 and the ongoing conflict in Ukraine.

Evidence of this trend in Russian nuclear weapons develop‐
ment is contained in a CIA Intelligence Memorandum, de‐
classified in 2005. It states that “[i]n the post-Soviet era, the
need for sub-kiloton nuclear weapons with minimal long-
term contamination has been argued in the media by senior
Ministry of Atomic Energy (Minatom) officials, nuclear wea‐
pons scientists, and military academics since the mid-1990s [.
. .] they also cite clean, very-low-yield weapons as an ‘asymme‐
tric response’ to U.S. superiority in conventional weapons.”³
The memorandum goes on to cite public statements by Rus‐
sian scientists and officials since 1993 which indicate that the
last nuclear warhead designed during the Soviet era was tailo‐
red for enhanced output of high-energy x-rays with a total
yield of only 300 tons.⁴ The weapon’s characteristics identi‐
fied in the CIA report—specifically, low yield, high-energy x-
ray output devices with minimal residual radiation—describe
FGNWs.
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First, Second, and Third Generation Nuclear Weapons

Conceptually, FGNWs follow a progression in weapons desi‐
gn that extends from the first three generations of nuclear
weapons developed since the 1940s. First generation nuclear
weapons are pure fission weapons like the bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This design requires bringing toge‐
ther a critical mass of either plutonium or highly enriched
uranium and bombarding it with neutrons to trigger a chain
reaction.¹⁰ The minimum explosive yield of first-generation
weapons is governed, in part, by the minimum critical mass
required to sustain a chain reaction. A technique known as
boosting involves injecting deuterium and tritium (DT) gas
into the hollow shell of fissile material which increases a wea‐
pon’s efficiency.¹¹ While boosting allows for a reduced quanti‐
ty of fissile material in the fission primary, first generation nu‐
clear weapons are still limited by the physics of critical mass
and thus have a lower limit on the yield they produce. The fis‐
sion reaction also means that all first-generation weapons pro‐
duce radioactive fission fragments capable of causing fallout.

Second generation nuclear weapons have a primary stage fis‐
sion device, and a secondary stage of fusion fuel. Both the pri‐
mary and secondary are enclosed in a radiation case designed
to contain x-rays, produced by the fission reaction.¹² Second
generation nuclear weapons are referred to as thermonuclear
weapons because the thermal energy released from the prima‐
ry provides the heat and pressure necessary to drive fusion in
the secondary. The x-rays produced in the detonation of the
primary fill the radiation case, ablating the surface of the se‐
condary which creates inward pressure to compress the fu‐
sion fuel.¹³ Second-generation weapons made the production
of nearly limitless yields possible.

that are devastatingly effective and more usable than contem‐
porary nuclear weapons.

Nuclear fission is a process in which a neutron splits the nu‐
cleus of plutonium or highly enriched uranium atoms, relea‐
sing neutrons and energy in the form of heat, light, and hi‐
ghly-penetrating radiation.⁷ The neutrons produced by fis‐
sion collide with other nuclei and produce successive fission
events in a chain reaction. When a nucleus splits, it produces
radioactive fission fragments which can contaminate soil and
other materials that are sucked into the mushroom cloud of a
nuclear explosion. When these radioactive particles settle to
the ground, it is known as fallout.⁸ Fallout clouds can drift
with atmospheric winds, covering hundreds of square miles,
dramatically increasing casualties. The indiscriminate and ex‐
cruciating nature of casualties from fallout is one of the most
reprehensible aspects of nuclear weapons use. If a nuclear
weapon could be created that would significantly limit the
potential for fallout, it may be seen as a much more accepta‐
ble option both by decision makers and the international
community. By producing explosive yield without an initial
fallout-producing fission reaction, FGNWs could provide
exactly this capability.

Nuclear fusion, by contrast, is a process in which two nuclei
of a lighter material are fused together under intense heat and
pressure to form a heavier atom which then breaks apart, re‐
leasing energy and high energy neutrons.⁹ To date, the only
proven means of driving a fusion reaction in a nuclear wea‐
pon has been to utilize an initial stage fission reaction. This
means that all nuclear weapons built thus far have the poten‐
tial to create dangerous and persistent fallout.

Bikini Atoll, Micronesia. The “Baker” explosion resulting from a nuclear weapon test. (United States Department of Defense /
Public Domain)
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proven technology in use at the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
Similar research with high energy lasers is also ongoing in Ja‐
pan, France, the UK, and Germany.²³ At the NIF, this laser-
based fusion research helps the U.S. nuclear enterprise certify
the reliability of the nuclear weapons stockpile without un‐
derground or atmospheric testing. Currently, such high-po‐
wered lasers are far too large and require far too much energy
to be used in a weapon. However, as technology advances, la‐
sers could become a viable technology in the design of fourth
generation nuclear weapons.

The second technique involves harnessing the energy released
by nuclear isomers, as they transition from an excited energy
state to a lower energy state. Nuclear isomers are stable, exci‐
ted states of either one or more of an atom’s protons or neu‐
trons in its nucleus.²⁴ If that energy could be released on de‐
mand, it would be a viable means of driving a nuclear fusion
reaction in an FGNW. As with high-powered lasers, nuclear
isomers are the subject of ongoing experimentation that
could enable the development of fourth generation nuclear
weapons in the near future.
The third and most promising technique for triggering a fu‐
sion reaction in FGNWs involves antimatter. Produced only
in small quantities in advanced laboratories, antimatter is
composed of atoms made up of inversely charged particles
(positively charged electrons, or negatively charged protons).
When antimatter particles come into contact with matter,
they annihilate in a burst of energy sufficient to drive a fusion
reaction. Antimatter is most promising because there is no
fundamental scientific problem with the technology or its po‐
tential applications.²⁵ There are, however, challenges. Beyond
the cost to generate, there are engineering considerations such
as designing a reliable containment device that would meet
the reliability requirements of components in nuclear wea‐
pons.

Military Advantage of FGNWs and Implications

Since fourth generation nuclear weapons use pure fusion to
produce explosive yield, they do not produce radioactive fis‐
sion fragments like other nuclear weapons. As a cleaner wea‐
pon with significantly reduced residual radiation, FGNWs
could be used close to formations of troops or civilians in tac‐
tical scenarios without the risk of contaminating those areas
with radioactive fallout.

Additionally, FGNWs could be designed with an unconstrai‐
ned range of yields which would allow them to fill the capabi‐
lity gap between advanced conventional weapons and existing
nuclear weapons. Since FGNWs do not rely on an initial fis‐
sion reaction to drive fusion, the limitations imposed by a mi‐
nimum critical mass do not exist. This means that designers
could create FGNWs of any yield or an easily adjustable range
of yields. Currently, the most powerful non-nuclear weapon
ever built is the Russian Father of all Bombs (FOAB) with a
total explosive yield of 44 tons.²⁶ This is still about ten times
smaller than the lowest-yield nuclear weapons, which leaves a
capability gap. With an unconstrained range of yields, FGN‐
Ws could fill that gap. The potential for low nuclear yields
combined with reduced residual radiation makes for a wea‐
pon with significantly reduced collateral damage to both civi‐
lians and one’s own troops.

FGNWs could present a fundamental shift in nuclear war‐
fighting by dangerously reducing the nuclear use threshold.
Decision makers could find it much easier to authorize the
use of weapons that are cleaner and produce less collateral da‐

Third generation nuclear weapons are generally thought of as
special purpose weapons that were designed and built bet‐
ween the late 1950s and 1980s. Some weapons were designed
but never built, while others were built and retired from the
stockpiles of nuclear weapons states.¹⁴ This generation of
weapons still utilizes a fission primary and fusion secondary,
but the secondary is constructed of materials designed to pro‐
duce tailored effects including enhanced radiation produc‐
tion. Third generation devices also include specialized nuclear
devices designed for peaceful nuclear explosions. These devi‐
ces were developed to have a high fusion fraction and to pro‐
duce less residual radiation, making themmore suitable for ci‐
vilian applications such as mining and digging canals.

It was design innovations that emerged from peaceful nuclear
explosions by the United States and the Soviet Union that
would set the stage for the concept of FGNWs. Both the Uni‐
ted States and the Soviet Union pursued programs for peace‐
ful nuclear explosions in the late 1950s and 1960s. In 1957,
the Nuclear Energy Commission established the Plowshare
Program to investigate the use of nuclear explosions for civi‐
lian applications, including excavation of canals, or roadway
cuts, as well as underground mining.¹⁵ Throughout the pro‐
gram, emphasis was placed on designing special very low fis‐
sion explosives.¹⁶ Twenty-seven peaceful nuclear explosions
were conducted in total, some with yields ranging as low as
0.1 kt.¹⁷ Nine of these tests were conducted with the purpose
of evaluating the design of an ultra-low fission thermonuclear
device. The test resulted in a validated design with a fission
yield that released as little as 20 tons of fission products into
the atmosphere.¹⁸ This emphasis on low-fission devices with
less residual radiation laid the conceptual groundwork for the
future concept of FGNWs that could be completely free of
hazardous fallout.

The Soviet government also pursued a peaceful nuclear explo‐
sions program that produced developments which contribu‐
ted to the conceptualization of FGNWs. “ProgramNo. 7 –
Nuclear Explosions for the National Economy,” was establi‐
shed in 1965.¹⁹ From the program’s inception, Soviet nuclear
weapons laboratories played major roles in the design of devi‐
ces.²⁰ These labs placed a premium on reducing the radioacti‐
ve tritium produced.²¹ Some of the most startling Soviet tests
were a series of six detonations conducted in 1977 and 1978
that produced yields between 0.01 and 0.08 kt.²² These extre‐
mely low yields indicate that Soviet device designs had pro‐
gressed to an advanced level where they could drive a fusion
reaction with a very minimal fission primary. The design in‐
novation and testing during this era paved the way for future
scientists and weapons designers to conceptualize FGNWs for
military application. Without the Soviet Government’s peace‐
ful nuclear weapons program, development of FGNWs
would likely be several decades into the future.

Developing Technology of Fourth Generation Nuclear
Weapons

Fourth generation nuclear weapons differ from previous ge‐
nerations in that the majority of the yield comes from a fu‐
sion reaction that is not driven by a fission primary. Multiple
developing but realistic technologies in a field known as high
energy density technologies have the potential to make such
an independent fusion reaction possible. The first is the use
of powerful, petawatt-class lasers. If directed at small pellets
of fusion fuel, these lasers can deliver sufficient energy to abla‐
te the surface of the pellets, generating heat and pressure suffi‐
cient to induce fusion. The use of lasers to drive fusion is a
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late a conflict.³¹

CHALLENGES TO THE DETERRENCE
PARADIGM

Deterrence theorist Herman Kahn refers to escalations in ar‐
med conflict as “competitions in risk taking” in which two si‐
des apply a certain amount of resolve and resources.³² If one
side increases their effort in some way and the other side does
not respond in kind, it is possible to secure victory. As Kahn
contends, the increase in effort that results in victory will be
considered low in cost compared to the benefits. Therefore, as
the parties in a conflict apply their decision-making calculus,
the greater concern is not so much the cost of applying addi‐
tional resources to escalate the conflict, but rather the fear of
how the other side will react. In short, fear of reprisal is the
force that is more likely to deter.³³ It follows logically that if
there is a reduced fear of reprisal then an actor will be less de‐
terred to escalate. The development of FGNWs would insert
a new military capability in the gap that currently exists bet‐
ween advanced conventional munitions and nuclear wea‐
pons. Their creation would blur the lines of what is tactical
and what is strategic. FGNWs would alter the current deter‐
rence landscape and complicate the decision-making process
in response to their use.

Kahn describes an “escalation ladder” to examine one way in
which a conflict may escalate.³⁴ The ladder depicts a linear ar‐
rangement of roughly increasing levels of intensity of crisis
ranging from political, economic, and diplomatic gestures to
insensate war.³⁵ Writing in 1965, Kahn’s contemporary exam‐
ple was the ColdWar, a conflict between two superpowers.
Both the incomprehensible cost of a massive nuclear exchan‐
ge and the vast capabilities on both sides made it such that a
conflict could theoretically involve all 44 rungs of Kahn’s lad‐
der in a deliberate, protracted conflict. The limited, regional
conflicts such as the Russo-Georgian war and the Russian mi‐
litary intervention in Ukraine are quite different, but Kahn’s
depiction of the escalation ladder remains useful. For Russia,
the development of FGNWs would essentially add a rung on

mage, particularly if they are embroiled in a conflict against a
conventionally superior adversary. In the case of limited, re‐
gional conflicts occurring on the periphery of NATO, FGN‐
Ws could significantly influence Russian strategic effects. Exa‐
mining conflicts such as the Russo-Georgian war in 2008 and
the Russian military intervention in Ukraine, the use of
FGNWs in such limited, regional conflicts, would likely play
out in two ways.

First, Russia could use FGNWs to rapidly gain a military ad‐
vantage in a conflict, creating a fait accompli before NATO
could deliberate over a response, mobilize forces, and interve‐
ne. The strike at Zelenopillya, Ukraine in July 2014 was a stri‐
king example of the effective combination of aerial reconnais‐
sance and precision guided, long-range artillery to achieve this
effect. In one engagement, Russian forces destroyed more
than two battalions of Ukrainian combat vehicles in the span
of a few hours; the Ukrainian government sought a political
solution less than two months later.²⁷ Rather than expending
40 salvos of costly precision-guided munitions, a half dozen
FGNWs could produce a comparable effect.

The second motivation for Russia to employ FGNWs would
be in an attempt to rapidly de-escalate a conflict with NATO
in order to extricate themselves from a conflict that they are
not prepared to fight. What has been referred to as Russia’s
“escalate to de-escalate” strategy is part of an evolution in the
Russian perception of modern conflict that can be traced
back to at least 1991.²⁸ The more doctrinal terminology,
“escalation control” has origins in the writing of Thomas
Schelling and encompasses the idea that an actor can determi‐
ne the level of violence of a conflict in such a way as to discou‐
rage one’s adversary from raising it further.²⁹ Russian military
leaders have noted the tendency for crises to “develop impe‐
tuously, and to potentially escalate from local wars to global
ones.”³⁰ Furthermore, the assessment that the speed, accuracy,
and destructiveness of modern precision-guided munitions
can achieve comparable strategic effects to nuclear weapons
promptedMoscow to reject a no-first-use nuclear policy, the‐
reby opening discussion to using nuclear weapons to de-esca‐

Control panel of the first Russian nuclear reactor. (Борис Приходько / CC BY-SA)
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sibility of a state gaining confidence in an untested thermonu‐
clear weapon, particularly a sophisticated one.”³⁸

However, the text of the CTBT contains no definition of
“nuclear explosion,” leaving this provision to potentially am‐
biguous interpretation. One of the most contentious issues to
emerge in the process of negotiations was the precise interpre‐
tation of the phrase zero nuclear yield, which defines the pa‐
ramount limitation on nuclear weapons testing as outlined in
Article I. After some negotiation, the five nuclear-weapon sta‐
tes agreed to not restrict subcritical experiments or inertial
confinement fusion.³⁹ A liability in the decision not to re‐
strict fusion research that increases as technology advances is
that the kind of fusion research that is permissible under the
CTBT could be leveraged to develop FGNWs. This decision
was contentious as the aim of the treaty was to be compre‐
hensive, but nuclear weapons states staunchly advocated to
allow experimental testing, including fusion research, necessa‐
ry to certify their stockpiles. The crux of the negotiation fo‐
cused on striking a balance between being restrictive enough
to be considered “comprehensive” without impinging on the
ability of nuclear weapons states to certify the safety and relia‐
bility of their stockpiles.

The international community cannot outlaw, vis-à-vis the
CTBT, fusion research in toto because fusion experiments
help nuclear weapons states certify their nuclear weapons
stockpiles without weapons testing. The NIF at Lawrence Li‐
vermore National Lab is an essential component of the Na‐
tional Nuclear Security Administration’s stockpile steward‐
ship program, which is charged with certifying the safety and
effectiveness of the U.S. nuclear arsenal without conducting
nuclear explosive tests.⁴⁰ The NIF accomplishes this by allo‐
wing scientists to perform experiments at a much higher rate
than was possible with underground testing. Russia has a si‐
milar facility for inertial confinement fusion which allows for

the ladder that only those with FGNWs can access. By crea‐
ting an additional rung for themselves, Russia would make it
more difficult for the United States or NATO to respond to
the use of FGNWs. Knowing that the United States or
NATO has no appropriate response, deterrence would be th‐
reatened.

Consider, for instance, the U.S. position in a regional conflict
in which FGNWs are used. It would be disproportionate to
respond to the use of a sub-kiloton FGNWwith a strategic
system or even a non-strategic nuclear weapon with potential
for considerably more collateral damage. Therefore, this re‐
sponse would be seen as politically unacceptable.³⁶ Further
complicating the deterrence calculus is the consideration that
the use of FGNWs could result in significantly less collateral
damage and fallout. This begs the question; how do you deter
the use of weapons that are increasingly “usable”? In order to
deter an adversary, the other party must at least have a credita‐
ble response available. FGNWs complicate deterrence because
they would be weapons that have no precisely equivalent re‐
sponse.

LIMITATIONS AND AMBIGUITY IN THE
COMPREHENSIVE TESTBAN TREATY

Because FGNWs could offer significant military advantages,
lower the nuclear use threshold, and disrupt the deterrence
paradigm, the international community has a vested interest
in discouraging their development. Since 1996, the foremost
diplomatic apparatus for preventing the development of new
nuclear weapons has been the Comprehensive Test Ban Trea‐
ty. The intent of the CTBT is to render nuclear weapons te‐
sting illegal, thereby ensuring that nuclear weapons states are
not able to develop more advanced nuclear weapons techno‐
logy.³⁷ Although a non-nuclear weapons state could develop a
nuclear weapon without testing, “the CTBT nullifies the pos‐

Poti, Georgia. A ship sunk during the Russo-Georgian War. (Gavin / CC BY-SA)
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ment of FGNWs. As a corollary, this dialogue must address
how such weapons could impact deterrence and arms control
efforts. Relevant technologies are continuing to mature; if
arms control policies are to remain effective, a forum of ideas
must be facilitated now so that we may be better prepared for
the future. The second policy consideration is that the parties
to the CTBTmust consider the need for an arms control trea‐
ty that addresses the potential development of FGNWs. From
this analysis, it is clear that, in its current form, the CTBT
cannot be relied upon to achieve this. A revision to the
CTBT or enhancements of its verification regime could po‐
tentially be sufficient. The substance of such a revision could
include limitations on certain types of fusion research or en‐
hancements to the treaty verification regime aimed at detec‐
ting fusion testing to develop FGNWs. An appropriate venue
for such a dialogue is the Conference Facilitating Entry into
Force held every other year.⁴¹ While its advocates hope that
the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear weapons could
make up for deficiencies in the CTBT, it is unlikely to ever
enter into force. The reality is that arms control treaties can‐
not be expected to maintain effectiveness indefinitely into the
future, particularly as technology continues to advance. We
must not consider them to be static, enduring documents,
but rather as continually evolving efforts that must be revisi‐
ted as technology develops.
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responsible stockpile management of Russian nuclear wea‐
pons without nuclear testing. In short, the kind of nuclear fu‐
sion research that could facilitate the development of FGNWs
is pervasive, it is not prohibited under the CTBT, and it is vi‐
tal for nuclear weapons states to validate the safety and relia‐
bility of existing nuclear weapon stockpiles.

INTERNATIONALRESPONSE, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This work seeks to offer policy considerations pertaining to
the development of fourth generation nuclear weapons. The
fourth generation of nuclear weapons would leverage emer‐
ging technology to offer significant military advantages with
fewer collateral or stigmatic concerns. In doing so, these devi‐
ces could lower the nuclear use threshold, jeopardize the cur‐
rent deterrence paradigm, and call into question the effective‐
ness or validity of current arms control treaties.

The first conclusion from this analysis is that FGNWs, while
conceptual in nature, are based on realistic technology that is
being demonstrated now. Second, the potential development
of FGNWs could provide an actor with significant military
and strategic advantages by delivering greater effects on select
targets than advanced conventional munitions with less colla‐
teral damage and fallout than current nuclear weapons. By
offering significant advantages with fewer drawbacks, FGN‐
Ws may be seen as more acceptable and could lower the nu‐
clear use threshold, threatening the paradigm that has helped
the world to avoid their use for the last 74 years. Third, while
the CTBT has been largely effective at limiting the develop‐
ment of new nuclear capabilities over the last two decades, the
treaty does not restrict the kind of nuclear fusion experimen‐
tation that could facilitate the development of FGNWs. In
short, the CTBT in its current form will not prevent the de‐
velopment of FGNWs.

The first policy recommendation to follow from this analysis
is that the international community must begin a dialogue
about emerging technologies that could enable the develop‐
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